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This paper reports on Hall effect and resistivity measurements under high pressure up to 3–4 GPa in p-type
␥-indium selenide 共InSe兲 共doped with As, Cd, or Zn兲 and -gallium selenide 共GaSe兲 共doped with N or Sn兲. The
pressure behavior of the hole concentration and mobility exhibits dramatic differences between the two layered
compounds. While the hole concentration and mobility increase moderately and monotonously in -GaSe, a
large increase of the hole concentration near 0.8 GPa and a large continuous increase of the hole mobility,
which doubled its ambient pressure value by 3.2 GPa, is observed in ␥-InSe. Electronic structure calculations
show that the different pressure behavior of hole transport parameters can be accounted for by the evolution of
the valence-band maximum in each material under compression. While the shape of the valence band maximum is virtually pressure-insensitive in -GaSe, it changes dramatically in ␥-InSe, with the emergence of a
ring-shaped subsidiary maximum that becomes the absolute valence-band maximum as pressure increases.
These differences are shown to be a consequence of the presence or absence of a symmetry element 共mirror
plane perpendicular to the anisotropy axis兲 in the point group of each polytype 共D3h for the -polytype and C3v
for the ␥-polytype兲, resulting in different selection rules that affect the kជ · pជ interaction between valence bands.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.71.125206

PACS number共s兲: 78.20.Bh

I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of the crystal symmetry on the optical, lattice,
and transport properties of III-VI layered semiconductors
was an object of debate and investigation for many years.
The basic structure and symmetry of an isolated layer is the
same 共D3h point group兲 for three of the most studied members of this family, namely indium selenide 共InSe兲, gallium
selenide 共GaSe兲, and gallium sulfide 共GaS兲. This similarity
breaks in the bulk compounds, as each layer stacking sequence leads to a different polytype, with a different crystal
symmetry: ␥-polytype for InSe 共C3v point group兲,1
-polytype for GaSe 共D3h point group兲2 and ␤-polytype for
GaS 共D6h point group兲.3 The effect of the polytype symmetry
in the lattice dynamics is obviously very clear 共through the
selection rules for the Raman effect兲 and has been widely
investigated.4–7 By contrast, its effect in optical and transport
properties is far less obvious. It is worth noticing that the
absorption edges of ␥-InSe and -GaSe exhibit virtually the
same features and intensity, apart from the photon energy
shift.8–11 Even if there were some studies in the early 1970s
on the polytype effect on the band gap of GaSe 共Ref. 12兲,
there was no clear trend and these suggestions have never
been revisited in light of modern electronic structure calculation methods, which are far more accurate that the empirical pseudopotential methods that were used in the interpretation of the early results.
Given the amount of extrinsic parameters involved in
transport properties, they do not appear as the first choice
when one is looking for symmetry-based differences between polytypes. Nevertheless, transport measurements un1098-0121/2005/71共12兲/125206共11兲/$23.00

der pressure can be a very efficient tool to detect changes in
the band structure. In the case of InSe, the energy difference
between the indirect subsidiary minima and the direct absolute minimum of the conduction band decreases upon compression, and a direct-indirect band-gap crossover occurs at 4
GPa 共Refs. 13 and 14兲. These changes of the conductionband structure affect the transport properties of n-type InSe.
Hence, research of the transport properties of n-type under
compression15,16 valuably contributed to the understanding
of the pressure behavior of the conduction-band structure of
InSe.
On the other hand, density-functional-theory 共DFT兲 electronic structure calculations showed that the valence-band
structure of InSe exhibits a complex behavior under pressure
leading to a nonconventional direct-to-indirect crossover.13,14,17,18 The valence band of InSe above 4 GPa exhibits
a singular feature: a ringshaped 共toroidal兲 constant energy
surface.14 These changes of the valence-band structure of
InSe are expected to strongly affect the transport properties
of p-type InSe. Previous results on transport measurements
under pressure in p-type GaSe did not suggest any drastic
change.19 This fact motivated us to perform Hall effect 共HE兲
measurements in p-type InSe samples doped with As, Cd,
and Zn 共Ref. 20兲 and to compare them to those previously
obtained for p-GaSe doped with Sn and N under the light of
first principles band structure calculations for both compounds.
After describing the experimental method and the band
structure calculations in Sec. II, we will present the experimental results in Sec. III. The evolution of the electronic
structure of both compounds under pressure will be the key
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to discussing the differences between both compounds in
Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND BAND STRUCTURE
CALCULATION METHODS

The studies were performed in InSe and GaSe monocrystals grown by the Bridgmann method. Impurities were introduced as InAs, CdSe, or ZnSe for InSe 共Ref. 21兲. Growth of
p-doped GaSe has been described in Ref. 19. The HE measurements under variable pressure and temperature 共T兲 were
carried out in a Bridgmann-type cell, equipped with tungsten
carbide anvils, which admits the application of an external
magnetic field 共0.6 T兲. Samples, with faces perpendicular to
the c axis, were cleaved from large monocrystals, being typically 50 µm thick and 4 ⫻ 4 mm2 in size. Contacts were applied in the van der Pauw configuration by soldering silver
wires with high-purity indium. The pressure apparatus used
for the experiments has been described elsewhere.15,16,19 In
this case, we used pyrophyllite gaskets, thermally treated at
950 °C during 1 hour, in the split gasket geometry 共0.8 mm
thick each兲. The quasihydrostatic pressure generated was estimated from pressure calibrations based on resistance
changes22 The pressure cell was heated with a nichrome
heater placed between the anvils flats and the gasket. Temperature was measured with a Pt/ Pt-10% Rh thermocouple.
Temperatures up to 500 K and pressures up to 3.2 GPa were
routinely obtained with this set up.
The calculation technique is a fully self-consistent density
functional theory23 共DFT兲 method that has been described
with detail in Ref. 13. The valence one-particle problem was
solved using a linear combination of numerical 共pseudo兲
atomic orbitals 共NAO兲 with finite range.24 The calculations

FIG. 1. Resistivity at room temperature as a function of pressure
for several p-type ␥-InSe and -GaSe samples with different doping
agents.

FIG. 2. Hole concentration at room temperature as a function of
pressure for several p-type ␥-InSe and -GaSe samples with different doping agents.

were performed using the SIESTA code.25,26 For band structure calculations at high pressures, the pressure dependences
of lattice parameters were taken from Ref. 27 共InSe兲 and Ref.
7 共GaSe兲 and the atomic positions inside the cell were assumed to be those proposed in Ref. 28 共InSe兲 and Ref. 29
共GaSe兲, on the basis of extended x-ray absorption fine struc-

FIG. 3. Hole Hall mobility at room temperature as a function of
pressure for several p-type ␥-InSe and -GaSe samples with different doping agents.
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TABLE I. Transport parameters of selected p-type InSe samples as obtained from Hall effect and resistivity measurements at ambient
conditions and impurity concentration of the selected samples. The ambient condition ionization energy of the deep donor and the mobility
of the holes located at the Z 共RS兲 maximum as well as the acceptor and deep donor concentration are also given.

Sample

0
共⍀ cm兲

p0
共cm−3兲

0
共cm2 / V s兲

Z0
共cm2 / V s兲

RS0
共cm2 / V s兲

RS0 / Z0

NA
共cm−3兲

NT − NA
共cm−3兲

ET0
共meV兲

1.3 ppm As
0.93% Cd
1000 ppm Zn

8700
350
1650

4.2⫻ 1013
9.4⫻ 1014
2.2⫻ 1014

17.0
19.0
16.8

16.0
18.0
15.5

22.0
21.5
22.5

1.37
1.20
1.45

1 ⫻ 1018
6.1⫻ 1018
2 ⫻ 1018

5 ⫻ 1016
2 ⫻ 1016
1 ⫻ 1014

490
465
535

ture experiments under pressure. For ␥-InSe, the computational details are those reported in Ref. 13. For Ga, normconserving scalar non-relativistic pseudopotentials were
used. Otherwise, the computational details are those in Ref.
30. In the calculations for -GaSe, a cutoff of 660 Ry and a
regular grid of 8 ⫻ 8 ⫻ 8 k points31 to sample the Brillouin
zone were used.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figures 1–3 show the resistivity 共兲, hole concentration
共p兲, and hole mobility 共兲 as a function of pressure for several samples doped with As, Cd, and Zn, respectively, and a

sample of Sn-doped GaSe as representative of results reported in Ref. 19. Table I gives the ambient conditions of
resistivity 共column 2兲, hole concentration 共column 3兲, and
hole mobility 共column 4兲 for three selected samples as well
as their doping agent content. In all the studied samples 
shows a nearly flat behavior up to 0.8 GPa, but above this
pressure an abrupt decrease of  is observed. From 0.8 GPa
to 3.2 GPa  falls more than one order of magnitude. This
change of  is basically due to the large increase observed in
the hole concentration above 0.8 GPa. 共See Fig. 2.兲 In contrast, the hole mobility does not show any abrupt change on
the pressure range covered by our studies. Upon compression, it continuously increases doubling its ambient pressure
value by 3.2 GPa. This pressure behavior observed for  , p,

FIG. 4. 共a兲 Projection of the ␥-InSe structure
in the 110 direction. 共b兲 Brillouin zone of ␥-InSe.
共c兲 Band structure of ␥-InSe at ambient pressure
and 7 GPa as calculated by the NAO-DFT
method.
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FIG. 5. 共a兲 Projection of the -GaSe structure
in the 110 direction. 共b兲 Brillouin zone of
-GaSe. 共c兲 Band structure of -GaSe at ambient
pressure and 7 GPa as calculated by the NAODFT method.

and  is quite different from the behavior observed in p-type
GaSe, another III-VI layered semiconductor, as illustrated in
Figs. 1–3. In GaSe, from ambient pressure to 4 GPa, p increases only by two times and  increases by less than 1.2
times. This behavior could be quantitatively explained
through a reduction of the activation energy of the acceptor
levels and a decrease of the hole-phonon coupling
constants19 as a consequence of the large increase of the
static dielectric constant in the direction parallel to the c
axis.32,33 Nevertheless, such smooth changes can hardly be
expected to cause the large increase observed in the transport
parameters of p-type InSe under compression. In fact, the
observed pressure behavior for the transport properties of
p-type InSe can be only understood on the basis of a sizable
increase of the valence band density of states accompanied
by a decrease of the effective mass in the valence band maximum. As we will show below, these conditions can be accounted for if the band structure is modified under compression in the way predicted by DFT calculations.13,14
IV. DISCUSSION: EVOLUTION OF THE BAND
STRUCTURE UNDER PRESSURE

Figures 4 and 5 show the evolution of the band structure
of ␥-InSe and -GaSe near the band gap at two different

pressures 共ambient pressure and 7 GPa兲 along two directions
of the Brillouin zone 共BZ兲 as calculated by the NAO-DFT
method.25,26 Apart from the band gap value, the band structure of -GaSe at ambient pressure can be seen as the result
of the folding of the band structure of ␥-InSe along the
⌫-Z direction. Let us call EVi the energy of the i valence band
at Z共⌫兲 in InSe 共GaSe兲, i.e., EV1 correspond to the valence

FIG. 6. Comparison of the band structures of ␥-InSe and
-GaSe at ambient pressure with assignment of the symmetry of
each state at the Z or ⌫ points of the BZ.
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TABLE II. Selection rules in III-VI polytypes. 共a兲 -polytype
共D3h兲. 共b兲 ␥-polytype 共C3v兲.
Final state
Initial state
⌫1
⌫4
⌫5
⌫6

共A1⬘兲
共A⬙2兲
共E⬙兲
共E⬘兲

Z1 共A1兲
Z3 共E兲

E ⬜ ca

E 储 ca

⌫6
⌫5
⌫4 , ⌫5
⌫1 , ⌫6

⌫4
⌫1
⌫6
⌫5

E ⬜ cb

E 储 cb

Z3
Z1 , Z3

Z1
Z3

framework of the kជ · pជ model,34 the hole effective mass parallel to the c axis would be determined mainly by the dipole
matrix element of the allowed fundamental transition. 共In the
following see Fig. 6 for the notation of bands and their corresponding energies.兲

冋 册
m0
m Z

冋 册
m0
m Z

operator has ⌫6共E⬘兲 symmetry for E ⬜ c and ⌫4共A⬙2兲 for
E 储 c.
b
Dipole operator has Z3共E兲 symmetry for E ⬜ c and Z1共A1兲 for E 储 c.
aDipole

band maximum 共VBM兲. As discussed in the literature,7,10,13
the upper valence band with energy EV1 has predominant
Se-pz character in both compounds, while the following
deeper valence bands have predominant Se-px-py character.
These deeper valence bands are at energies EVi 共i = 2 and i
= 3兲 in InSe and EVi 共i = 2 to i = 5兲 in GaSe. As pressure increases, two striking differences become more and more apparent in the valence bands of both compounds.
共i兲 On the one hand, there is a clearly different behavior
in the change of the valence band maximum 共VBM兲. While
the VBM in -GaSe does not change its shape as pressure
increases, the VBM of ␥-InSe at Z first becomes very flat and
then, at a higher pressure, a second maximum develops in
the Z-L direction of the BZ. A detailed analysis shows that
this maximum has quasicylindrical symmetry with respect to
the c axis and its constant energy surface is ring-shaped 共detailed cross sections of the constant energy surfaces are
shown in Ref. 14兲. At pressures larger than 3 GPa, this second maximum becomes the absolute maximum.
共ii兲 On the other hand, there is a second difference regarding the behavior of the energy difference between the
VBM and the deeper valence bands. While in -GaSe the
energy difference EV1 − EVi monotonously increases with
pressure for all deeper valence bands 共i = 2 to i = 5兲, it decreases in ␥-InSe for i = 2, and increases for i = 3.
Let us first try to understand the origin of these differences. Figure 6 shows a sketch of the band structure of both
compounds in the ⌫-Z 共⌫-A兲 direction of InSe 共GaSe兲, with
the assignment of the symmetry of the electronic states in the
Z共⌫兲 point of the BZ. Table II shows the selection rules for
dipole transitions in both point groups 共C3v for ␥-InSe and
D3h for -GaSe兲.

共InSe兲

=1−

2 円具Z1兩P储兩cZ1典円2
,
m0
Eg,InSe

共1兲

=1−

2 円具⌫1兩P储兩c⌫4典円2
.
m0
Eg,GaSe

共2兲

储

共GaSe兲
储

As the matrix elements in Eqs. 共1兲 and 共2兲 are very large,
the negative term dominates, giving rise to a small hole effective mass and, consequently, to a large dispersion of the
VBM along the c-axis direction. 共See Figs. 4 and 5.兲
As the fundamental transition is forbidden for light polarization perpendicular to the c axis, the hole effective mass in
the layer plane is determined by other allowed transitions
from the VBM to other valence and conduction bands. 共See
Table II.兲

冋 册
m0
m Z

共InSe兲

=1−
⬜

+

2 円具Z1兩P⬜兩cZ3典円2 2 円具Z1兩P⬜兩Z3A典円2
+
m0 EcZ3 − EZ1
m0 EZ1 − EZ3A

2 円具Z1兩P⬜兩Z3B典円2
,
m0 EZ1 − EZ3B

冋 册
m0
m⌫1

共GaSe兲

=1−
⬜

共3兲

2 円具⌫1兩P⬜兩c⌫6典円2
m0 Ec⌫6 − E⌫1

+

2 円具⌫1兩P⬜兩⌫6A典円2
m0 E⌫1 − E⌫6A

+

2 円具⌫1兩P⬜兩⌫6B典円2
.
m0 E⌫1 − E⌫6B

共4兲

The second right-hand term in Eqs. 共3兲 and 共4兲 corresponds to the dipole-allowed interaction with conduction
bands 共with In px-py character兲 lying 5–6 eV above the
VBM. The third and fourth terms correspond to dipoleallowed interaction with valence bands with Se px-py character. Then, for both materials, the positive terms partially
compensate the negative ones, which leads to a large value
of the in-plane hole effective mass. Consequently, selection
rules for the fundamental transition give full account, following the kជ · pជ model, of the so-called “anomalous anisotropy”
of the hole effective mass in both materials. 共The hole effective mass component parallel to the c axis is much smaller
*
, as clearly illusthan the ones perpendicular to it, m*储 Ⰶ m⬜
trated by the band dispersion in Figs. 4 and 5.兲

A. Anisotropy of the valence band maximum

For both semiconductors and in the absence of spin-orbit
interaction, the fundamental transition is forbidden for light
polarization perpendicular to the c axis 共E ⬜ c兲 and allowed
for light polarization parallel to the c axis 共E 储 c兲. Then, in the

B. Emergence of the ring-shaped maximum

In order to explain the emergence of the ring-shaped
VBM in ␥-InSe, following the model proposed in Ref. 14,
Eq. 共3兲 is modified as follows:
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冋 册
m0
m Z

⬜

共k⬜兲 = 1 +

冉

円具Z1兩P⬜兩cZ3典円2
2
2 2
−
− 共A + Bk⬜
兲
m0
EcZ3 − EZ1

⫻

円具Z3兩P⬜兩cZ1典円2 円具Z1兩P⬜兩Z3A典円2
+
Eg
EZ1 − EZ3A

+

円具Z1兩P⬜兩Z3B典円2
.
EZ1 − EZ3B

冊

共5兲

The new term gives account of a small dipole-allowed
interaction with the Z1 conduction band minimum, arising
from Z1 and Z3 valence band mixing of two different origins.
Coefficient A describes the spin-orbit interaction at Z and the
k⬜-dependent term describes the mixing of states away from
the c axis.
As pressure increases, the energy difference EZ1 − EZ3A
quickly decreases and the fourth term becomes dominant,
compensating for the negative ones and giving rise to an
upward dispersion of the VB at Z共k⬜ = 0兲. For k⬜ ⫽ 0, the
2
in the third term dominate for some given value
terms in k⬜
of k⬜ and dispersion becomes downward, which leads to the
emergence of the ring-shaped maximum.
Let us now discuss what happens in -GaSe under pressure. Equation 共4兲 is also modified in order to introduce dipole interaction associated to the fundamental gap,

冋 册
m0
m⌫1

⬜

共k⬜兲 = 1 −

冉

2 円具⌫1兩P⬜兩c⌫6典円2
2 2
− 共A + Bk⬜
兲
m0
Ec⌫6 − E⌫1

⫻

円具⌫5兩P⬜兩c⌫4典円2 円具⌫1兩P⬜兩⌫6A典円2
+
Eg
E⌫1 − E⌫6A

+

円具⌫1兩P⬜兩⌫6B典円2
.
E⌫1 − E⌫6B

冊

共6兲

Contrary to what happens in ␥-InSe, terms giving rise to
positive contributions to the hole effective mass decrease under pressure in -GaSe, as the energy differences E⌫1
− E⌫6A,B quickly increase. 共See Fig. 5.兲 Consequently, no
change of the VBM shape is expected in -GaSe under pressure. This is fully coherent with band structure calculations
共see Fig. 5兲 and also with the monotonous change of all hole
transport parameters in GaSe, as shown in Figs. 1–3 that
could be quantitatively interpreted in Ref. 19 by taking into
account smooth changes of physical quantities like the static
dielectric constant, effective mass, phonon frequencies, etc.
C. Selection rules in the isolated layer and dipole matrix
elements in the crystals

A comparison of Eqs. 共5兲 and 共6兲, in light of the selection
rules for both polytypes 共Table II兲 can bring more light, especially on which concerns the order of magnitude of the
matrix elements in ␥-InSe. In order to compare ␥ and 
polytypes in III-VI layered semiconductors one has to consider the electronic structure of an isolated layer and the
effect that the different stacking sequences have on it. The
symmetry point group of the isolated layer is D3h, which
contains the mirror plane h, perpendicular to the c axis. This
symmetry, along with the bonding scheme, determines the
chemical nature and the basic in-layer structure of the elec-

tronic wave functions. In the -polytype the symmetry and
selection rules of the single layer are preserved in the 3D
crystal. In the ␥-polytype the stacking sequence breaks the
h mirror plane symmetry. Nevertheless, given the much
smaller strength of interlayer interactions with respect to
intra-layer bonding, one cannot expect a dramatic change of
the intralayer structure of electronic wave functions. It means
that, in spite of a given transition being allowed by the crystal symmetry in the ␥-polytype, its matrix element can be
very small. In some way, the 3D crystal wave functions preserve the “print” of the h mirror plane in the isolated layer.
This has been shown to be the case for the vZ3B−cZ1 transition in ␥-InSe. Dielectric function calculations reported in
Ref. 14 show that, even if this transition is allowed for E ⬜ c,
it does not contribute to the dielectric constant because the
matrix element is negligible. This is a “print” of the fact that
the corresponding transition is strictly forbidden in the isolated layer 共as well as in the -polytype兲. It is reasonable to
think that this is also the case of the vZ3A−vZ1 transition in
␥-InSe that corresponds to strictly forbidden transitions
v⌫5A,B−v⌫1 in -GaSe. Its matrix element 具Z1兩P⬜兩Z3A典 is
small and it does not give any large positive contribution in
Eq. 共1兲 at ambient pressure. On these grounds, it turns out
that Eq. 共6兲 can give account for the complex structure of the
VBM near Z, depending on the relative value of the different
matrix elements and depending on the relative value and
signs of coefficients A and B. As regards the signs of these
coefficients, energy dispersion considerations suggest that A
and B should have different signs. On the one side, A describes the mixing of states with double-group symmetry
Z6共J = 1 / 2兲 and should contribute with an upward shift of the
VBM 共repulsion or anticrossing as shown in Ref. 18兲. On the
other side, B describes the strong mixing of pz and pxpy Se states away from the Z point that is responsible for
most of the downward dispersion of the upper valence band
in the layer plane.
Let us now consider the effect of compression on the
value of the matrix elements. The main effect of compression
in layered semiconductors is the quick decrease of the interlayer distances. In the ␥-polytype, this can affect the print of
the h symmetry in two ways; on the one hand, it increases
the intra-layer dissymmetry with respect to the mirror plane18
and, on the other hand, it makes the influence of the nonsymmetric interlayer space on the electronic wave functions become larger under pressure. Consequently, a matrix element
that was zero in the isolated layer and negligible in the 3D
crystal at ambient pressure can quickly increase under pressure. This effect, along with the quick decrease of the energy
EZ1 − EZ3A eventually leads to a change of sign of the curvature of the VBM at Z and the emergence of the ring-shaped
new VBM.
D. On the origin of the pressure behavior of the transition
energies

Another important point in this model is the reason why
the energy difference EZ1 − EZ3A decreases in InSe while all
the energy differences E⌫1 − E⌫5,6,A,B increase in GaSe. This
can be hardly related to the polytype symmetry as in both
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polytypes the states involved in each transition under consideration belong to different representations and do not mix
under pressure. We think that the origin of the different behavior can hold on two grounds: 共i兲 the compressibility of
the cation-cation bond length that is responsible for the energy splitting of the Se px-py states. 共For symmetry reasons,
the coupling between Se px-py states operates mainly through
their interaction with the In px-py states.兲 and 共ii兲 the relative
strength of interlayer and intralayer interactions in both compounds, along with the Se pz nature of the VBM.
As regards the first ground, it turns out that the In-In bond
is more compressible than the Ga-Ga one, which leads to a
quicker increase of the splitting between the Se px-py states,
making the “antibonding” Se px-py state in InSe 共vZ3A兲 shift
up in energy quicker than the equivalent pair in GaSe
共v⌫5A,B兲. The upper Z3A Se px-py state at Z in ␥-InSe shifts
up in energy by 0.52 eV between ambient pressure 共AP兲 and
7 GPa. The corresponding state at ⌫ in -GaSe 共⌫5A兲 shifts
up only by 0.37 eV in the same pressure interval.
As regards the second ground, the VB states with Se pz
character are very sensitive to the increase of the interlayer
interaction under pressure. From Figs. 4 and 5 it is clear that
the increase of the band dispersion of these states in GaSe
共v⌫1兲 increases quicker than the equivalent states in InSe
共vZ1兲. This behavior reflects the fact that intralayer interaction in GaSe is relatively much more intense 共with respect to
the interlayer interaction兲 than it is in InSe. 共Intralayer covalent bonds are stronger and intralayer distances are longer in
GaSe with respect to InSe.兲 Under compression, interlayer
interaction can increase more in GaSe than it does in InSe,
which makes the upper energy shift of v⌫1 in GaSe 共0.6 eV
from 1 bar to 7 GPa兲 to be much quicker than the one of vZ1
in InSe 共0.12 eV from 1 bar to 7 GPa兲.
V. INTERPRETATION OF THE PRESSURE BEHAVIOR OF
HOLE TRANSPORT PARAMETERS IN ␥-InSe

For convenience, we will call the two maxima of the valence band, Z maximum and RS 共ring-shaped兲 maximum.
The energy difference between the Z and RS maxima13 is at
any pressure much smaller that the activation energy of the
hole traps that determine the hole concentration of p-type
InSe.20 As a consequence of this fact, holes at the Z and RS
maxima will be involved in the charge transport process. It is
important to note here that our electronic structure calculations show a continuous change in the shape of the valence
band. According to this, the effective mass tensor at Z should
have two components that are infinite at some pressure before becoming negative. 共Above that pressure the VBM at Z
would become a saddle point.兲 We think that this is unrealistic result due to the limitations of the band structure calculations 共which do not include spin-orbit interaction兲. Once
spin-orbit interaction is taken into account, Eq. 共6兲 can give
account of a complex structure of the VBM around Z, with a
conventional maximum at Z and a ring-shaped maximum
away from Z. On the other side, all results on absorption,13,35
modulated photoreflectance,36 and photoluminescence37 under compression exclude the existence of a saddle point. In
particular, the monotone and relatively small change of the

exciton effective Rydberg under pressure, as measured from
the absorption edge at low temperature35 would be incompatible with the existence of a saddle point at the Z point. On
top of that, a change of sign in the curvature of the VBM at
Z would also have very dramatic effects on the hole mobility.
The VBM would become very flat at a given pressure and
the hole effective mass parallel to the layers would become
very large, leading to a very large density of states and a very
low hole mobility. None of these effects seem to be compatible with the results of our transport measurements. Then
assuming that we have two distinct types of carriers is an
assumption coherent with optical measurements. Within this
framework, the Hall hole concentration and mobility will be
given by15,16
p=

共pRSRS + pZZ兲2
2
pRSRS
+ pZZ2

,

共7兲

and

=

2
+ pZZ2
pRSRS
,
pRSRS + pZZ

共8兲

respectively, where pZ 共pRS兲 represents the hole electron concentration at the Z 共RS兲 maximum of the valence band, and
Z 共RS兲 stands for the mobility of the hole located at the Z
共RS兲 maximum of the valence band. On the other hand, it has
been established by previous studies that doping with As, Cd,
and Zn create shallow acceptors and deep donors in InSe.20
These donors are located below the middle of the band gap
and behave as hole traps so that the Fermi level is nearer to
the valence band than to the conduction band and the electron concentration can be neglected in the neutrality equation. On top of that, in contrast with the p-type GaSe
samples, in the p-type InSe samples used to perform the
present measurements, the acceptor levels are fully ionized,
as established in Ref. 20. These samples are overcompensated by very deep donors and holes are generated by excitation from the valence band to the empty deep donors. We
do not observe any departure from this behavior in the whole
pressure and temperature range we have explored. With these
assumptions pZ and pRS will be related through the following
equation,
pRS NVRS 共E −E 兲/k T
=
e Z RS B ,
pZ
NVZ

共9兲

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, EZ 共ERS兲 are the energies of the Z 共RS兲 VBM and NVZ 共NVRS兲 are the effective
density of states in these maxima, given by
NVZ = 4.89 ⫻ 1015T3/2共mZ* /m0兲3/2 cm−3 ,
NVRS = kBT

*
mRS
kRS
,
ប2

共10兲
共11兲

where m0 is the free electron mass, mZ* is the density of states
*
is the density of states
effective mass in the Z-VBM, mRS
effective mass in the RS-VBM, and kRS is the radius of the
ring central circumference of the RS maximum. 共See the Appendix.兲 From Eqs. 共9兲–共11兲, and using the hole statistics
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TABLE III. Calculated values for mZ* , m*RS , Z, and RS as a function of pressure. The estimated pressure
dependence for the energy difference between the Z and RS maxima and the pressure dependence of ET
obtained from Fig. 8 are also given.
P 共GPa兲

ET 共meV兲

EZ − ERS 共meV兲

mZ* / m0

m*RS / m0

Z 共cm2 / V s兲

RS 共cm2 / V s兲

0.0
0.75
1.2
1.8
2.4
3.2

465a
454b
444b
426b
420b
414c

70.0
53.5
43.6
30.4
17.2
⫺0.4

0.449
0.420
0.435
0.492
0.586
0.755

0.350
0.356
0.360
0.366
0.371
0.378

18.0
20.16
21.23
23.4
23.32
24.25

21.5
24.09
25.36
26.76
27.86
28.93

aValue

taken from Ref. 20.
obtained from our measurements.
cExtrapolated value.
bValues

model described in Ref. 20 it is straightforward to obtain the
hole concentrations in each maximum,

冉

pZ = NVZ␣ 1 +

NT − NA
2NV␣

冊冋冑

1+

冉

2NA
NT − NA
1+
N V␣
2NV␣

冊 册
−2

−1 ,
共12兲

and
pRS = pZ

冉

冊

NV
−1 ,
NRS

共13兲

where NA is the acceptor concentration, NT is the deep donor
concentration, and ␣ = exp关共ET − EZ兲 / kBT兴, ET is the energy
of the deep donor and

pendence of the hole concentration and mobility are
summarized in Tables I and III.
Before proceeding with the discussion one word should
be said on the hole trap activation energy. We first tried to
account for the experimental results by considering ET as a
constant. In such a case, we obtained that p increases upon
compression, but not as much as observed in the experiments, e.g., in the Cd-doped sample p goes from 1015 cm−3
at ambient pressure to 4 ⫻ 1015 cm−3 at 3 GPa which is much
lower than the experimental value at 3 GPa 共p = 9
⫻ 1015 cm−3兲. Therefore, the ET constant approach does not
allow us to estimate properly the pressure dependence of p as

*
NV = NVZ + KBT共mRS
kRS/ប2兲exp关共EZ − ERS兲/KBT兴.

共14兲
In order to calculate the pressure dependence of transport
parameters of the studied samples using Eqs. 共7兲–共13兲 it is
necessary to know NA , NT , ET, and the pressure dependence
*
兲, the energy differof the hole effective masses 共mZ* and mRS
ence between the Z and RS maxima 共EZ − ERS兲, and the hole
mobilities 共Z and RS兲. NA , NT , ET, and the pressure dependence of EZ − ERS can be taken from the literature.13,20 For
mZ* , its pressure dependence can be calculated using the
*
modified kជ · pជ model proposed by Manjón,38 and, for mRS
, its
pressure dependence can be obtained from DFT
calculations.13 Regarding Z, it can be accounted for by including LO polar phonon, homopolar phonon, and ionized
impurity scattering.19,39 On the other hand, it is reasonable to
assume that Z and RS have the same pressure dependence
within the range of the present study.16 Thus, in order to fit
the experimental behavior of p and  we assumed that Z
and RS follow the pressure dependence calculated in Ref.
19, being its ambient pressure value fitting parameters. It is
important to note here that the ambient pressure values of the
hole mobilities are the only two fitting parameters we have
used to calculate the transport parameters; the rest of the
parameters involved in Eqs. 共7兲–共9兲 and their pressure dependences were obtained from previous experiments and calculations. All the parameters used to calculate the pressure de-

FIG. 7. Pressure dependence of the hole concentration for the
sample of ␥-InSe-doped with Cd. The symbols show the present
experimental data. The solid line represents the calculated pressure
behavior of the hole concentration according to the model described
in the text. The dotted lines are the calculated pZ and pRS using Eqs.
共12兲 and 共13兲. The dashed line represents the results obtained considering ET as pressure independent.
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FIG. 9. Hole mobility as a function of pressure for the Cd-doped
sample of ␥-InSe. The solid squares illustrate the present experimental data. The solid line represents the fitted behavior of  using
Eq. 共8兲. The dashed lines are the mobility of the holes located in the
Z maximum 共Z兲 and the RS maximum 共RS兲.

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the carrier concentration 共a兲
and mobility 共b兲 at different pressures in the sample of ␥-InSe
doped with Cd. Different symbols correspond for different pressures, which are indicated in the inset of the figure. The temperature
dependence of the mobility does not change with pressure within
the accuracy of the present experiments. From the slope change
induced by pressure in the Arrhenius plot 共a兲 we obtained the pressure dependence of ET.

illustrated in Fig. 7 for the Cd-doped sample. 共The dashed
line represents the hole concentration obtained under this
approximation.兲 In order to check whether ET changes on
pressure or not, we performed HE measurements as a function of T at several pressures. The results obtained are shown
in Figs. 8共a兲 and 8共b兲. In the Arrhenius plot 关Fig. 8共a兲兴 it can
be seen that the slope decreases at the pressure increases,
which implies a decrease of the activation energy of the hole
concentration. The values obtained for ET at different pressures are given in Table III. The pressure behavior we found
for ET is very similar to the one estimated for the activation
energy of deep levels in Sn-doped p-type GaSe.19 Based
upon this fact, we assumed that the energy of As and Zn deep
levels follows also the same trend. With respect to , at all
the studied pressures it depends on T in the form T−2.2. This
dependence is very similar to that observed at ambient
pressure20 and indicates that the contribution of the different
scattering mechanisms does not change substantially with
pressure.
The results obtained for the hole concentration are shown
in Fig. 2 共solid lines兲. It can be seen there that the present

model reproduces well the experimental results for the
samples doped with As, Cd, and Zn. To illustrate the fact that
the pressure-driven changes of p and  are related to the
changes of the valance band structure predicted by DFT
calculations13 we plotted also in Fig. 7 p , pZ, and pRS 共solid
and dotted lines, respectively兲. The presence of the ringshaped maximum, which approaches the Z maximum under
compression, is reflected in Fig. 7 in the large increase of
pRS, which by 1 GPa already exceeds pZ. On the other hand,
as the effective mass of the holes located at the ring-shaped
maximum is smaller than the effective mass of the holes at
the Z maximum, it is reasonable to expect that Z ⬍ RS.
Therefore the Hall mobility should increase as the holes are
transferred from the Z to the RS maximum due to the
pressure-driven valence band modification of InSe. This fact
is illustrated in Fig. 9, where it can be clearly seen that 
⯝ Z at ambient pressure, but  ⯝ RS at 3 GPa. Table III
shows the best fit values for Z and RS at ambient pressure
共Z0 and RS0兲 in the samples doped with As, Cd, and Zn. In
all the cases, the mobility ratio RS0 / Z0 is very similar to
*
/ mZ* 兲−3/2 implying that, as in p-type GaSe,19 the ho共mRS
mopolar phonon scattering mechanism is the dominant scattering mechanism in p-type InSe in the pressure range covered by our experiments.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have reported transport measurements
under pressure in p-type InSe and GaSe. The results obtained
from these measurements can be satisfactorily explained if
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DFT electronic structure calculations of both compounds are
taken into account. In this sense, the differences found in the
electronic structure calculations for both compounds and the
addition of extra terms related to spin-orbit interaction 共not
considered in the calculations兲 have led to equations for the
hole effective masses at the topmost valence bands of these
compounds. Furthermore, the new equations for the hole effective masses allow us to understand not only the present
transport measurements but also previous results of absorption and photoluminescence under pressure in these compounds. We can conclude that transport measurements under
pressure, in light of those calculations, turn out to be appropriate tools to compare the different behavior under pressure
of the valence band maximum in two closely related compounds with different crystal symmetry.

E共kជ 兲 = ERS −

Let us assume for simplicity that the ring-shaped 共toroidal兲 extremum occurs in the kz = 0 plane and has cylindrical
symmetry with respect to the kz axis. Let us call kRS the
radius of the central circumference of the toroid. Let us assume that the constant energy surface intersection with
planes containing the kz axis are also circumferences 共i.e., the
effective mass is the same for kជ parallel or perpendicular to
the c axis兲. Under these assumptions the energy dispersion
for k vectors close to the k⬜ = kRS circumference will be
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ប2 2 2
共k + kRS − 2kkRSsin 兲.
2m*

The density of states can be calculated through
gRS共E兲 =

1
43

冗

E=cte

dS⬜
兩 ⵜ kជ E共kជ 兲兩

.

The k gradient of the energy dispersion would be
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ប2
ប2
兩kជ − kជ RS兩2 = ERS −
兩⌬kជ 兩2 ,
2m*
2m*

E共kជ 兲 = ERS −

兩 ⵜ kជ E共kជ 兲兩 =

ប2
ប2
共k − 2kRSsin 兲uជ k +
kRScos uជ  ,
m*
m*

ប2
ប2
关共k − 2kRSsin 兲2 + 共kRScos 兲2兴1/2 =
兩⌬kជ 兩.
m*
m*

The surface element on the constant energy surfaces can be
easily expressed by using as an angular coordinate the angle
␦ 共angle between ⌬kជ and kជ RS兲,
dS⬜ = dkdk␦ = kRS兩⌬kជ 兩dd␦ ,
gRS共E兲 =

1
43

冕 冕
2

0

2

0

*
kRS兩⌬kជ 兩
mRS
kRS
d

d
␦
=
.
ប2
ប2
ជ
* 兩⌬k兩
mRS

The density of states in a ring-shaped maximum behaves as
the one in a two-dimensional 共2D兲 hole system. 共It is zero for
E ⬎ ERS and constant for E ⬍ ERS.兲 In this case, as it is well
known, the hole concentration is related to the Fermi level by
an analytical expression that is valid for both nondegenerate
and degenerate systems,
p = k BT

*
kRS
mRS
ln共1 + e共EF−ERS兲/kBT兲,
ប2

which, in nondegenerate systems, reduces to
p = k BT

5 C.

*
mRS
kRS 共E −E 兲/k T
e F RS B .
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